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**Notes**

- A. Highlighted dates show instrument changes (for any of the telescopes). Total in January: 6 (0 on weekends)
- B. Names underlined in yellow indicate certified (or certified observer listed on observing request).
- C. Program names in black on the 31” are robo mode, and these observers are considered certified.
- D. OSZKIEWICZ – Asteroids
- E. MANDUSHEV – Transits
- F. LEVINE – KBOs (VR filter)
- G. SCHLEICHER – Comets
- H. SCHLEICHER – 20m every 1.5h, 2nd half, Jan 6,7,8,10,12,14
- I. HAMILTON-DRAGER – Eclipsing Binaries
- J. MOSKOVITZ – Asteroids